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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2010

PART-I ( General )
EDUCATION
Pape:r:-I

Full Marks : 100

Duration : 3 Hours

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The .figures in the margin indicate fell marks.

GROUP-A

1.

Answer any ten of the following questions in brief:

a)

What is education in the broader sense ?

b)

What is the difference between curriculum and syllabu·s ?

£,)

Mention two functions of education relating to social welfare.

d)

Why is modem education called tri-polar process?
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e)

What do you understand by Didactic apparatus ?

f)

What is meant by individualistic aim of education?

What do you mean by co-curricular activities?

h)

Mention two names of Pragmatist Philosophers.

What ts,non-fonnal education?

,-.»--

l

Mention two limitations of home as an agency of education.

k)

Determine the meaning of the word 'Free-discipline'.

I)

What is the meaning of the word 'Kindergarten'?

m)

Mention any two differences between play and work.

n)

Who introduced the Montessori method ?

o)

Mention two changes in the social life of man effected by education.
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GROUP - B

Answer any five questions.

2.

What are the factors of education? How are these factors interrelated ?

3.

What are the various agencies of education '? Discuss, in this connection, the
functions of school.

4.

4 + 12

4 + 12

What is the modern' concept of curriculum? How does it differ from the old concept
of curriculum ? Discuss the basic principles of curriculum construction.

2 + 4. + 10
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�s meant by play� in education ? How will you introduce the characteristics
ay
of play in education ? Mention the main theories of play.
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6.

What

?���'f.r c��,,,��? c�!I�

ts �chool self-government ? Mention the principles of formation of student�

council. What are the functions of students' council?
� �"f}!'4{1 "if1��·11�t:1 � � ? �� � � ffl'6M
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m� � , �� illfi1�ci:t� � � ?

�Discuss the b�sic �duca�on metho�. �at :its merits & demerits ?

8.

4 +8+ 4

10 + 6

What do you understand by socio:cultural organizations? What are the educational
role of library and sports organizations ? ·
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4

•

Why ts education called a social process ? How does education help in social
8+8

change?

10.

What is Project Method? Discuss the characteristic features of Project Method. How
and to what extent can this method be applied in school?
� � � ? � � � 101tccilb.:il � 1 �
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11.

What are the differences between discipline and order ? What is the necessity of
6 + 10

discipline in the life of a child ?
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